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First Time™ Mini Power Swirl
Pink 0004-15-2
Purple 0004-16-2
•Velvety soft, power-packed, sensually 
swirled, and easy-to-use

•Multi-speed
•ABS with PU Cote
•1 AA battery
•4.5” x 1”/11.5 cm x 2.5 cm

First Time™... Velvety Soft Pleasure Products 
Designed for First Time™ or Experienced Users. 
Make it a Memorable Experience with the
First Time™ Collection

First Time™ Power Swirl
Pink 0004-17-2
Purple 0004-18-2
•Velvety soft, power-packed, sensually
swirled, and easy-to-use

•Multi-speed
•ABS with PU Cote
•2 AA batteries
•6” x 1”/15.25 cm x 2.5 cm

First Time™
Bunny Teaser
Pink 0004-19-2
Purple 0004-20-2
•Discreetly sized plushy soft 
bunny stimulator 

•9 powerful functions of vibration, 
pulsation, and escalation

•Easy-to-use push button control
•TPR (sleeve) ABS (cap)
•2 AAA batteries
•3” x 1.25”/7.5 cm x 3.25 cm (shaft)
•1” x .75”/2.5 cm x 2 cm (bunny teaser)
•6” x 1.5”/15.25 cm x 3.75 cm (overall length)
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First Time™
Flexi Glider
Pink 0004-27-2
7” x 1.25”/17.75 cm x 3.25 cm

Flexi Rider
Purple 0004-28-2
7” x 1.25”/17.75 cm x 3.25 cm

Flexi Rocker
Pink 0004-29-2
5” x 1”/12.75 cm x 2.5 cm
(shaft)
.75” x .75”/2 cm x 2 cm
(stimulator)

Flexi Slider
Purple 0004-30-2
5.75” x 1”/14.5 cm x 2.5 cm
(shaft)
1.5” x .5”/ 3.5 cm x 1.25 cm
(stimulator)
•3 unique stimulators that
bend and move with you

•Plushy soft and power-packed 
•2-speed
•Easy push button control cap
•TPE (massager) ABS (cap) 
ABS with Silver Plating 
(décor ring)

•2 AAA batteries
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First Time™
Love Balls
Duo Lover
Pink 0004-35-2
Purple 0004-36-2
Triple Lover
Pink 0004-37-2
Purple 0004-38-2
•Velvety soft, easy-to-use, perfectly 
weighted for the beginner

•Sturdy retrieval cord
•ABS with PU Cote (love balls) TPU (cord)
•1.25”/3.25 cm (ball diameter)

First Time™
Jack Rabbit®
Pink 0004-50-2
Purple 0004-51-2
•The perfect Jack Rabbit® for the first time
•3 powerful functions of bunny vibrations 
•Reversible, non-jamming rotating 
silver pleasure beads

•Glow-in-the-dark push button controls
•EZ load battery pack
•TPE (rabbit) ABS with PU Cote (controller) 
ABS with Silver Plating (beads, accents)

•4 AA batteries
•5” x 1.5”/12.75 cm x 3.75 cm (shaft)
•3” x 1.25”/7.5 cm x 3.25 cm (rabbit)
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Advanced Anal Explorer Kit™
0370-10-3
•Versatile, easy-to-use kit 
•Anal douche with soft flexible vacuum bulb 
and removable tapered tip

•Tapered Silicone probe with superior suction cup
•Premium Silicone graduated, angled, tiered probe
•Silicone (probes) Rubber (bulb) PP (attachment)
•5” x 2”/12.75 cm x 5 cm
(tapered probe overall length)

•4.25” x 1.25”/10.75 cm x 3.75 cm (tapered probe)
•4.5” x 1.25”/11.5 cm x 3.25 cm (graduated probe)
•4.5” x 3”/11.5 cm x 7.5 cm (bulb)
•3”/7.5 cm (tip attachment)

10-Function Advanced Anal Explorer Kit™
0370-20-3
•Stimulating, versatile, easy-to-use kit
•Anal douche with soft flexible vacuum bulb 
and removable tapered tip

•Power-packed vibrating Silicone probe with 
superior suction cup base

•Power pack with 10 functions of vibration, 
pulsation, and escalation

•Plug-in jack, LED light, and EZ load battery pack
•Silicone (probe) Rubber (bulb) PP (tip attachment) 
ABS (power pack) ABS with Silver Plating (décor ring)

•2 AAA batteries
•5” x 2”/12 cm x 5 cm (probe overall length)
•4.25” x 1.25”/10.75 cm x 3.75 cm (insertable probe)
•4.5” x 3”/11.5 cm x 7.5 cm (bulb)
•3”/7.5 cm (tip attachment)

Silicone Flexi Risque®
Ripple
Purple 0393-30-2
Black 0393-35-2
Triple
Purple 0393-40-2
Black 0393-45-2
•Self-contained probes with intense 
vibrations at the tip

•10 powerful functions of vibration, 
pulsation, and escalation

•Flexible Silicone shaft bends and 
moves with you

•EZ grip base
•Smooth and soft satin finish
•Silicone (shaft) ABS with PU Cote (base)
•3 AAA batteries
•4” x 1.5”/10.25 cm x 3.75 cm (overall Ripple)
•4.5” x 1.5”/11.5 cm x 3.75 cm (overall Triple)
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Booty Call™
Booty Rocker™
Black 0396-00-2
Pink 0396-05-2
Purple 0396-10-2
4.75” x 1”/12 cm x 2.5 cm

Booty Teaser™
Black 0396-15-2
Pink 0396-20-2
Purple 0396-25-2
3.5” x .75”/9 cm x 2 cm

Booty Beads™
Black 0396-30-2
Pink 0396-35-2
Purple 0396-40-2
4.75” x 1.25”/12 cm x 3.25 cm
•Uniquely shaped, flexible 
and pliable

•EZ pull handle
•Silicone

Booty Call™
Booty Rocket™
Black 0397-00-2
Pink 0397-05-2
4.75” x 1.25”/12 cm x 3.25 cm

Booty Buzz™

Black 0397-10-2
Pink 0397-15-2
3” x 1”/7.5 cm x 2.5 cm
•Soft and pliable vibrating Silicone probes
•Ribbed or tapered for personalized pleasure
•10 powerful functions of vibration, pulsation, 
and escalation

•Push button control with LED light
•Silicone (probe) ABS with PU Cote (cap) 
ABS with Silver Plating (décor ring)

•1 AA battery

Booty Call™… a premium collection of 
vibrating and non-vibrating Silicone 

products designed for 
intimate play!
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Glow-In-The-Dark
Double Trouble™
with Vibrating Teaser
Glow Bliss
Pink 0449-20-3
Purple 0449-25-3
5.5” x 1.5”/14 cm x 3.75 cm
(insertable)
2.75” x 1.25”/7 cm x 3.25 cm
(teaser)
2.25” x .75”/5.75 cm x 2 cm
(bullet)
•Glow-in-the-dark, 
luxuriously soft and 
life-like Pure Skin® dong 
with vibrating teaser

•Removable 3-speed 
micro stimulator

•Maintenance free 
•TPR (dong) ABS with 
Silver Plating (stimulator)

•Batteries included 
(3 watch, 6 included)

•2.25” x .75”/5.75 cm x 2 cm 
(stimulator)

Glow-In-The-Dark Life-Likes™… 
Light up the night with this exciting collection
of luxuriously soft Pure Skin® dongs. Expose to

any light source for maximum “glow.”

Glow-In-The-Dark
Double Trouble™
with Vibrating Teaser
Glow Kiss
Pink 0449-10-3
Purple 0449-15-3
5” x 1.5”/12.75 cm x 3.75 cm
(insertable)
2.25” x 1.25”/5.75 cm x 3.25 cm
(teaser)
2.25” x .75”/5.75 cm x 2 cm
(stimulator)
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Glow-In-The-Dark Flexi™
Pink 0449-30-3
Purple 0449-35-3
5.5” x 1.75”/14 cm x 4.5 cm (shaft)
6.5”/16.5 cm (overall length)
5.5”/14 cm (shaft circumference)
8.5”/21.5 cm (scrotum circumference)
Pink 0449-40-3
Purple 0449-45-3
6” x 1.75”/15.25 cm x 4.5 cm (shaft)
7.5”/19 cm (overall length)
6”/15.25 cm (shaft circumference)
11.25”/28.5 cm (scrotum circumference)
•Glow-in-the-dark, luxuriously soft, 
life-like dongs 

•Flexing vertebrae allows 
bending in any direction

•Maintenance free Pure Skin®
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Mini Vibe-to-Go™
Counter Display (18)
0498-20-3
•Compact counter display includes three each of the new 
Vibe-to-Go™ discreet, powerful, waterproof massagers

•Perfect for impulse sales

Mini Vibe-to-Go™ Individual Massagers
Pink 0498-25-3 Blue 0498-30-3
Red 0498-35-3 Yellow 0498-40-3
Orange 0498-45-3 Green 0498-50-3
•Discreet, powerful, compact mini massagers
•ABS
•Batteries included (4 watch, 8 included)
•3.25” x 1”/8.25 cm x 2.5 cm

Mini Jumpin’ Gyrator™
Mini-Bump
Blue 0488-55-3
Pink 0488-56-3
Purple 0488-57-3
3.5” x 1.5”/9 cm x 3.75 cm

Mini-“G”
Blue 0488-58-3
Pink 0488-59-3
Purple 0488-60-3
3.5” x 1.75”/9 cm x 4.5 cm
•Discreet massagers with intense 
vibrating and gyrating action

•Whisper quiet
•3-speed 
•ABS with PU Cote 
(massager, cap) 
ABS with Silver Plating 
(décor ring)

•2 AAA batteries
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10-Function Charisma®
Bliss
Black 0544-86-3 Pink 0544-87-3
Kiss
Black 0544-88-3 Pink 0544-89-3
Tryst
Black 0544-90-3 Pink 0544-91-3
•Silky soft, power-packed, compact massagers
•Pleasing shapes for versatile use
•10 functions of vibration, pulsation, and escalation
•LED push button control with auto off on any function
•ABS with PU Cote (massager)
ABS with Silver Plating (décor ring)

•1 AA battery •3.25” x 1”/8.25 cm x 2.5 cm

10-Function Clitoral Hummer™
Pink 0522-10-2
Blue 0522-20-2
Purple 0522-30-2
•Best selling Clitoral Hummer™ just added 10 functions
•World famous contoured scoop with a 
pleasure tip and soft satiny finish

•10 intense functions of gyrating action 
with vibration, pulsation, and escalation

•State-of-the-art memory chip that resumes 
last function used

•Ergonomically designed handle for ease-of-use
•ABS with PU Cote (massager) ABS with 
Silver Plating (décor ring)

•2 AA batteries
•6.25” x 1.25”/16 cm x 3.25 cm

Chíc Hide-A-Vibe™
White 0655-20-3 Black 0655-25-3
•Our best selling Chíc Hide-A-Vibe™ is now available  
in white with Satin Finish™

•Discreet, powerful, designer styled massager with couture case
•Multi-speed •1 AA battery
•ABS with PU Cote (massager) ABS with Silver Plating (décor)
•4.5” x 1”/11.5 cm x 2.5 cm (massager)
•5.75” x 1.5”/14.5 cm x 3.75 cm (case)
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10-Function Risqué®
Slim
Black 0560-10-3
Purple 0560-20-3
Blue 0560-30-3
5.5” x .75”/14 cm x 2 cm
“G”
Black 0560-40-3
Purple 0560-50-3
Blue 0560-60-3
5.5” x .75”/14 cm x 2 cm
Tulip
Black 0560-70-3
Purple 0560-80-3
Blue 0560-90-3
5.75” x 1”/14.5 cm x 2.5 cm
•3 popular styles now with 
10 functions

•Seamless, sleek, and 
super slim

•10 intense functions of 
vibration, pulsation, 
and escalation

•Whisper quiet
•State-of-the-art memory 
chip resumes last 
function used

•ABS with PU Cote (wand) 
ABS with Silver Plating 
(décor ring)

•2 AAA batteries
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Wild Orgasm™

Pierced Flicker™ 1 0662-40-3
Pierced Flicker™ 2 0662-50-3
•Pierced turbo flicker for wild and complete arousal
•Two powerful synchronized motors with 200+ 
intense patterns of vibration, pulsation, & escalation

•Textured girth ring for added sensations
•Flicker 1 has 3 rows of non-jamming rotating 
pleasure beads with 8 levels of rotation

•Flicker 2 has a secret inner G micro-powered 
vibrating arouser in the shaft

•8 levels of incredible vibration
•8 levels of rotation
•3 functions of vibration, pulsation, & escalation 
for all motors

•Auto on/off button
•EZ touch controls with LED lights
•EZ load battery pack
•3 AA batteries
•TPR (vibrator) ABS (controller, micro-bullet, beads) 
Nickel-Free Stainless Steel (jewelry)

•5.5” x 1.75”/14 cm x 4.5 cm (shaft)
•2” x 1.5”/5 cm x 3.75 cm (flicker)
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Glitter Glam™ The Bunny
Pink 0675-10-3
Purple 0675-15-3
•Glitz ’n Glam waterproof bunny with 
optimal dual teasers

•Dual motors with over 200 patterns 
of vibration and pulsation plus rotation

•Powerful, plushy soft vibrating bunny
•Sensually textured shaft for added 
sensations

•3 rows of non-jamming, reversible 
rotating pleasure beads

•8 levels of rotation
•8 levels of vibration
•3 functions of vibration and pulsation 
for both motors

•Auto on/off button
•EZ touch controls with LED lights
•EZ load battery pack
•3 AA batteries
•TPR (vibrator) ABS (controller, beads)
•5.5” x 1.5”/14 cm x 3.75 cm (shaft)
•2” x 1”/5 cm x 2.5 cm (bunny)

Glitter Glam™ Triple Play
Pink 0675-20-3
Purple 0675-25-3
•Triple motors for triple orgasmic bliss
•Intensely powerful triple motors 
with over 200 patterns of vibration, 
pulsation, and escalation

•Intensely powerful vibrating 
pulsating bunny

•Flexible, graduated vibrating tail 
with a micro-powered exciter

•3 rows of non-jamming rotating 
pleasure beads

•8 levels of rotation
•8 levels of powerful vibration
•3 functions of vibration, pulsation, 
and escalation for all 3 motors

•Automatic on/off button
•EZ touch controls with LED lights
•EZ load battery pack
•3 AA batteries
•TPR (vibrator) ABS (controller, beads)
•5.5” x 1.5”/14 cm x 3.75 cm (shaft)
•2.25” x 1”/5.75 cm x 2.5 cm (bunny)
•2” x .75”/5 cm x 2 cm (tail)
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Rechargeable
Precious Metal®Jewels 
The Princess™
Pink 0697-04-3
Blue 0697-12-3
Purple 0697-14-3
•Gorgeous, rechargeable, and hi-tech
•Universal USB adapter charges in 
just 4 hours

•Soft and plushy, with a swirled shaft 
and sensual ticklers for added sensations

•4 intense speeds of vibration and rotation
•EZ touch controls with charging 
indicator LED

•EZ on/off power button
•Includes an adapter plug for USB recharging
•TPR (vibrator) ABS with Metallic Plating 
(controller) Silicone (buttons)

•4.25” x 1.25”/10.75 cm x 3.25 cm (shaft)
•1.25” x 1.25”/3.25 cm x 3.25 cm (teaser)

Love Diamond™

Black 0695-03-3
Pink 0695-04-3
•Love Diamond…it’s all she really wants
•Exquisitely designed dual stimulator with 
a precious gem intimately located in 
the shaft for reverberating sensations           

•200 intense patterns of vibration 
and pulsation plus rotation

•8 levels of rotation
•8 levels of vibration
•3 functions of vibration and 
pulsation for both motors

•EZ touch controls with LED lights
•EZ load battery pack
•3 AA batteries
•TPR (vibrator) ABS with Metallic 
Plating (controller, diamond)

•5.25” x 1.5”/13.25 cm x 3.75 cm (shaft)
•2” x 1.25”/5 cm x 3.25 cm (teaser)
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Travel Gripper™
Double Duty 0929-10-3
Pussy & Ass 0929-15-3
B.J. & Pussy 0929-20-3
B.J. & Ass 0929-25-3
•Complete travel sized 
masturbator with 2 ends

•Dual density for the ultimate 
stroking action

•Life-like look and feel
•Heavy duty one-piece masturbators 
with ribbed suction chambers

•Unique design for maximum grip
•Pure Skin®/TPR
•5.5” x 2.5”/14 cm x 6.25 cm
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Adonis™ Pump
1007-20-3
•“Pump of the Year!” by the American 
Pumper’s Association

•Easy-to-use enhancement pump with 
EZ grip handle plus two interchangeable 
sleeves

•Flanged cylinder with universal measures
•Removable sleeve provides added 
stimulation, or may be used independently 
as a masturbator 

•Tapered Silicone donut for maximum suction
•Flexible, non-crimping air hose
•Quick release purge valve
•SAN (cylinder) ABS (handle, release valve) 
Phthalate-Free PVC (hose) TPR (sleeve)
Silicone (donut)

•8.75” x 2.5”/22.5 cm x 6.25 cm (cylinder)
•2.5” x 2”/6.25 cm x 5 cm (donut)
•5.25” x 1.75”/13.25 cm x 4.5 cm (sleeve)

Adonis™ Head Exciter
1007-10-3
•Advanced design for maximum satisfaction
•EZ grip pump handle
•Compact, seamless cylinder for intense vacuum
•Removable sleeve provides added stimulation 
or may be used independently as a masturbator

•Tapered Silicone donut for maximum suction
•Flexible non-crimping hose
•Quick release purge valve
•SAN (cylinder) ABS (handle, release valve) 
Phthalate-Free PVC (hose) 
TPR (sleeve) Silicone (donut)

•3.5” x 2”/9 cm x 5 cm (cylinder)
•5.25” x 1.75”/13.25 cm x 4.5 cm (sleeve)
•2.5” x 2”/6.25 cm x 5 cm (donut)
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Advanced Silicone Pump Sleeve™
Clear 1049-10-2
Smoke 1049-20-2
Blue 1049-30-2
•Heavy duty, high quality, Silicone pump sleeves
•Fits up to 3”/7.5 cm pump cylinder
•Silicone
•3” x 1.25”/7.5 cm x 3.25 cm

EZ Grip Pump™
1019-00-3
•Hard just got easy
•Professional grade pump features a finger grip
pump handle angled for ease-of-use

•Durable cylinder with incremental measures 
and flanged base

•Soft and comfortable Silicone donut for 
superior suction and a secure fit 

•Push button quick release purge valve
•Disassembles for easy cleaning
•ABS (handle, cylinder) Silicone (donut)
•7.5” x 2.5”/19 cm x 6.25 cm (cylinder)
•2.5” x 2”/6.25 cm x 5 cm (donut)
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10-Function
Precious Metal®Jewels
Pleasure Pak
Pink 1115-04-3
Blue 1115-12-3
Purple 1115-14-3
•Gorgeous 10-Function stimulators
•Sleek and elegant power pak 
provides 10 intense functions 
of vibration, pulsation, 
and escalation

•LED push button control with 
auto off on any function

•Plug-in jack
•ABS with Electro Plating
•2 AAA batteries
•1.75” x .75”/4.5 cm x 2 cm

Jumpin’ Gyrator™ Rocket
Blue 1094-10-3
Pink 1094-20-3
Purple 1094-30-3
•Velvety smooth, swirled, turbo powered, multi-use 
vibrating stimulator with intense gyrating action

•EZ grip multi-speed power pack with slide control
•ABS with PU Cote
•3 AA batteries
•3” x 1.25”/7.5 cm x 3.25 cm (stimulator)

Slim Teardrop Bullet™
Clear 1110-20-1
Smoke 1110-23-1
Pink 1110-24-1
Purple 1110-28-1
•Our most reliable bullet just went super slim
•Slim and powerful stimulators sold in “bulk”
•Multi-speed
•PP (controller) ABS with Silver Plating (bullet)
•2 AAA batteries
•2” x 1”/5 cm x 2.5 cm
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Advanced Risqué® Dual Teasers
Black 1157-05-3
Purple 1157-15-3
Blue 1157-25-3
•Intensely powerful, independently controlled, dual massagers
•Standard size teaser with 5 incremental speeds of stimulating vibrations
•Mini teaser with 5 functions of vibration, pulsation, and escalation
•ABS with PU Cote (massagers) ABS (décor) 
•Auto off feature • 3 AAA batteries
•1.75” x 1.25”/4.5 cm x 3.25 cm (small teaser)
•2.25” x 1.25”/5.75 cm x 3.25 cm (large teaser) 

Tantric 10-Function Chakra™ Massager
Pink 1145-04-3
Red 1145-11-3
Purple 1145-14-3
•Balance, energy, sensuality, love, and harmony… center your 
Chakra™ with this elegant Velvet Touch™ massager

•Powerful and discreet designer controller
•10 functions of vibration, pulsation, and escalation
•Auto off feature • EZ load battery pack
•ABS with PU Cote (controller, massager) ABS (décor)
•Plug-in jack • 2 AAA batteries
•2” x 1”/5 cm x 2.5 cm
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Screw Me™
Nuts & Bolts™ Enhancer
1475-10-2
•Sturdy erection enhancer for comfort & stamina
•TPR
•1.5”/3.75 cm (diameter)

Screw Me™ Figure 8 Ring
1475-20-3
•Durable, comfortable, and stretchy dual support 
ring for increased stamina

•Superior enhancement and testicular support
•TPR
•1”/2.5 cm (diameter penis ring)
•1.75”/4.5 cm (diameter testicular support ring)
•3.25” x 1.75”/8.25 cm x 4.5 cm (overall)

Screw Me™ 5 Point Bolt Ring
1475-30-3
•Erection enhancer ring adds girth & stamina
•Stretchy and comfortable
•Ribbed screw texture for added sensations
•TPR
•2” x 2.75”/5 cm x 7 cm

Screw Me™
The Big Socket™Ring
1475-40-3
•Heavy duty girth enhancement with testicular support
•Stretchy and comfortable
•TPR
•1.75” x 1.5”/4.5 cm x 3.75 cm (penis ring)
•1.75”/4.5 cm (diameter scrotum ring)
•3.25” x 1.5”/8.25 cm x 3.75 cm (overall)

Screw Me™
Nuts & Bolts™ Enhancer
1475-50-3
•Heavy duty girth enhancement with testicular support
•Adds length and girth
•Ribbed screw texture for added sensations
•Stretchy and comfortable
•TPR
•3.75” x 1.75”/4.5 cm x 4.5 cm (penis enhancer)
•2”/5 cm (diameter scrotum support)
•3.75” x 3.25”/9.5 cm x 8.25 cm (overall)

Screw Me™
Instant Activation Sleeve
1475-60-3
•Stretchy and comfortable sleeve adds length 
and girth for him, and vibrations for her

•Removable micro-stimulator vibrates 
on contact, or works continuously with 
the flip of a switch

•Stretches to fit penis or vibe
•Ribbed screw texture
•TPR (sleeve) ABS (stimulator)
•Batteries included (2 watch, 4 included)
•6.75” x 1.75”/17.25 cm x 4.5 cm

Screw Me™… A complete 
collection of enhancers, rings,
and sleeves that enhance 
lovemaking by providing 
support and stamina for him!
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Magnetic Power Ring™
Power Jag™ Double Ring
1483-40-3
•Stretchy, durable, and comfortable dual support rings 
add stamina and support for him

•Powerful removable 3-speed push button stimulator 
•Jaguar with stimulation nose and ears add pinpoint 
stimulation for her

•2 strategically placed magnets
•TPR (enhancer) Nickel-Free Magnets (magnets) 
ABS with Silver Plating (bullet)

•Batteries included (3 watch, 6 included)
•1”/2.5 cm (diameter rings)
•3” x 2”/7.5 cm x 5 cm (overall)
•2.25” x .75”/5.75 cm x 2 cm (stimulator)

Magnetic Power Rings™…The power of magnets has long been recorded
as a natural healing technique in many different civilizations throughout

history. Harness the power with our collection of soft, stretchy, and durable
TPR erection enhancers with nickel-free magnets.

Magnetic Power Ring™
Dolphin Rider Double Ring
1481-20-3
•Soft, stretchy, and durable ring enhancer provides double 
support for extreme stamina

•2 strategically placed magnets
•Playful dolphin and stimulation nodules add extra thrills
•TPR (enhancer) Nickel-Free Magnets (magnets)
•1”/2.5 cm (diameter rings)
•2.5” x 2.25”/6.25 cm x 5.75 cm
(overall)

Magnetic 
Power Ring™
Double Helix®Bunny Ring
1482-20-3
•Harness the power of the magnet
with this stretchy and durable 
couple’s enhancer

•Comfortable support for him, and 
powerful vibrations for her

•Playful bunny with dancing ears and 
tickling nose for pinpoint stimulation

•Testicular support ring for added stability
•Removable and reusable 3-speed 
push button stimulator

•3 strategically placed magnets
•TPR (enhancer) Nickel-Free Magnets (magnets) 
ABS with Silver Plating (stimulator)

•Batteries included (3 watch, 6 included)
•.75”/2 cm (diameter penis ring)
•1.5” x .75”/3.75 cm x 2 cm (scrotum support)
•4.5” x 2.25”/11.5 cm x 5.75 cm (overall)
•2.25” x .75”/5.75 cm x 2 cm (stimulator)
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10-Function Silicone Love Rider™
G-Kiss™
Pink 1498-10-3 Black 1498-15-3
6.25” x 1.5”/16 cm x 3.75 cm (probe) 
G-Caress™
Pink 1498-20-3 Black 1498-25-3
6.25” x 1.5”/16 cm x 3.75 cm (probe)
Thruster™
Pink 1498-30-3 Black 1498-35-3
7” x 1.5”/17.75 cm x 3.75 cm (probe)
Rippler™
Pink 1498-40-3 Black 1498-45-3
7.25” x 1.5”/18.5 cm x 3.75 cm (probe)
•The complete strap-on system
•Premium, solid, silky-smooth, unscented Silicone probes with 
reverberating vibrations throughout the shaft

•Supportive, premium, form fitting, full body adjustable harness 
fits up to 70”/177.75 cm waist

•Removable probe may be used with or without the harness
•Performance Plus™ controller with 10 powerful functions of 
vibration, pulsation, and escalation, auto on/off button, 
and state-of-the-art memory chip that resumes last function used

•Silicone (dong) ABS (controller) PU (harness) Polyester (lining) 
POM (buckles) PP (straps) Nickel-Free Alloy (ring)

•2 AA batteries
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Basic Essentials®
Stretchy Vibrating Support Cage
1739-03-2
2.5” x 2.25”/6.25 cm x 5.75 cm

Stretchy Vibrating Bunny Enhancer
1739-04-2
2.25” x 2.75”/5.75 cm x 7 cm

Double Trouble™ 
Vibrating Support System
1739-12-2
2.5” x 3”/6.25 cm x 7.5 cm

Triple Tickler 
Vibrating Dual Enhancer
1739-14-2
1.25” x 3.5”/3.25 cm x 9 cm
•Comfortable and stretchy enhancer
•Removable and reusable micro-stimulator
•TPE (enhancer) 
ABS with Metallic Plating (micro-stimulator)

•Batteries included (3 watch, 6 included)

Glow Sleeves™
Set 1 1602-10-2 Set 2 1602-20-2
•Super-stretchy glow-in-the-dark sleeves
with sensuous ridges and nodules

•Use on penis or vibrator
•TPR
•6” x 1.5”/15.25 cm x 3.75 cm

Basic Essentials®
Gyrator Power-Pack™
Pink 1755-04-2
Blue 1755-12-2
Purple 1755-14-2
•Intense gyrating tiered bullet
•Unique spin-dial power pack 
with plug-in jack

•Multi-speed
•ABS
•2 AAA batteries
•2.25” x 1.25”/5.75 cm x 3.25 cm (bullet)
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Gyration Sensations™… World’s first gyrating
kits with Silicone teasers that generate 

10 incredible functions of gyrating action. 
Powered by the Performance Plus™
controller and contoured stimulator.

Gyration Sensations™
Gyrating Wave Teaser
1995-10-3
•Plushy soft Silicone tiered teaser
•10 functions of gyrating action with 
vibration, pulsation, and escalation

•New Performance Plus™ controller with 
auto on/off button, state-of-the-art memory 
chip that resumes last function used 

•Universal plug-in jack
•Stimulator may be used with or without 
Silicone teaser 

•Silicone (teaser) ABS (controller, bullet)
• 2 AA batteries
• 2.25” x 1.75”/5.75 cm x 4.5 cm
(teaser)

• 2.25” x 1.25”/5.75 cm x 3.25 cm
(stimulator)

Gyration Sensations™
Gyrating Contour Teaser
1995-20-3
•Soft Silicone intimate scoop
•10 functions of gyrating action with 
vibration, pulsation, and escalation

•New Performance Plus™ controller with 
auto on/off button, state-of-the-art memory
chip that resumes last function used

•Universal plug-in jack
•Stimulator may be used with or 
without Silicone teaser 

•Silicone (teaser) 
ABS (controller, bullet)

•2 AA batteries
•2.25” x 1.5”/5.75 cm x 3.75 cm
(teaser)

•2.25” x 1.25”/5.75 cm x 3.25 cm
(stimulator)
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Gyration Sensations™
Gyrating Pleasure Kit
1995-40-3
•Versatile stimulation kit includes 
a Silicone teaser with pinpoint 
stimulation nub and contoured 
clitoral cup, a graduated Silicone 
probe, and 3 stretchy Silicone rings   

•10 functions of gyrating action with 
vibration, pulsation, and escalation

•New Performance Plus™ controller 
with auto on/off button, 
state-of-the-art memory chip 
that resumes last function used

•Universal plug-in jack
•Stimulator may be used with or 
without Silicone teaser 

•Silicone (teaser, rings, probe) 
ABS (controller, bullet)

•2 AA batteries
•2.25” x 1.75”/5.75 cm x 4.5 cm (teaser)
•4.75” x 1.25”/12 cm x 3.25 cm (probe)
•1.25”/3.25 cm (diameter small ring)
•1.5”/3.75 cm (diameter medium ring)
•2”/5 cm (diameter large ring)
•2.25” x 1.25”/5.75 cm x 3.25 cm
(stimulator)

Gyration Sensations™
Gyrating Passion Kit
1995-30-3
•The ultimate couple’s kit includes soft Silicone intimate scoop, 
sensuous Silicone probe, and 3 stretchy Silicone rings

•10 functions of gyrating action with vibration, 
pulsation, and escalation

• New Performance Plus™ controller with auto 
on/off button, state-of-the-art memory chip that 
resumes last function used

•Universal plug-in jack
•Stimulator may be used with or without 
Silicone teaser 

•Silicone (teaser, rings, probe) 
ABS (controller, bullet)

•2 AA batteries
•2.25” x 1.5”/5.75 cm x 3.75 cm
(teaser)

•1.25”/3.25 cm
(diameter small ring) 

•1.5”/3.75 cm
(diameter medium ring) 

•2”/5 cm (diameter large ring)
•3.5” x 1”/9 cm x 2.5 cm (probe)
•2.25” x 1.25”/5.75 cm x 3.25 cm
(stimulator)
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7-Function Silicone Dreams™
Pink 2095-05-3
Blue 2095-10-3
Purple 2095-15-3
•Sensually soft, ribbed, and pliable Silicone massager 
bends and flexes to move with  you

•7 powerful functions of vibration, pulsation, and 
escalation that resonate throughout

•Whisper quiet
•EZ load battery pack with recessed push button control
•Silicone (massager) ABS with PU Cote (cap) 
ABS with Silver Plating (décor ring)

•3 AAA batteries
•6.25” x 1.75”/16 cm x 4.5 cm

Tantric 10-Function Aura™
Massager
Pink 2070-10-3
Red 2070-15-3
Purple 2070-20-3
4.25” x 1.25”/10.75 cm x 3.25 cm

Tantric 10-Function Nirvana™
Massager
Pink 2070-25-3
Red 2070-30-3
Purple 2070-35-3
4.75” x 1.25”/12 cm x 3.25 cm
•Balance, energy, sensuality, love, 
and harmony…the Tantric 10-Function 
Massagers take you to a place where 
all things are possible

•Intricately designed, discreet, compact, 
sensually curved massagers

•Premium Silicone massager with 
inlay design

•10 functions of vibration, pulsation, 
and escalation

•Light touch controller
•Silicone (massager) ABS with PU Cote 
(controller) ABS (décor)

•2 AAA batteries

Extreme Pure Gold™ Discretion™
Platinum 2122-70-3 24 Karat 2122-75-3
•Compact and discreet micro-massager flexes and 
bends as it moves with you

•Powerful flexing micro-massager stores securely on the controller
•10 extreme functions of vibration, pulsation, & escalation
•EZ on/off push button control
•LED indicator light
•ABS with Silver Plating (controller, massager) Aluminum (flexible arm)
•2 AAA batteries
•1.25” x .5”/3.25 cm x 1.25 cm (micro-massager)
•3.5” x 2”/9 cm x 5 cm (overall)
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We have explored the essence of pleasure with 
the Namaste™ Collection. Luxury, power, and refined 

elegance! USB rechargeable massagers.

Namaste™ Clarity™
2146-10-3
•Rechargeable with any USB device or charger
•Inspired luxury and sensual design make this 
spherical massager the perfect all around
pleasure product 

•8 powerful functions of vibration, pulsation, 
and escalation

•Auto off feature
•Sure-grip design
•EZ touch Silicone push button with 
LED power indicator

•1.5 hour quick charge
•ABS with PU Cote (massager) Silicone (button)
•Magnetic cover removes easily to reveal 
a securely covered USB port for charging 

•USB charging cord included
•2.75” x 2.75”/7 cm x 7 cm

Namaste™ Serenity™
2146-20-3
•Rechargeable with any USB device 
or charger

•Explore the essence of luxury 
with Serenity™

•Ergonomically designed for 
versatile use

•8 powerful functions of vibration, 
pulsation, and escalation

•Auto off feature
•Sure grip design
•EZ touch Silicone push button with 
LED power indicator

•1.5 hour quick charge
•Magnetic cover removes easily to reveal 
a securely covered USB port for charging 

•USB charging cord included
•ABS with PU Cote (massager) Silicone (button)
•4.5” x 1.75”/11.5 cm x 4.5 cm
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Namaste™ Balance™
2146-30-3
•Find your sensual center with the 
luxurious Balance™

•Rechargeable with any USB device 
or charger

•Ergonomically designed for 
versatile use

•8 powerful functions of vibration, 
pulsation, and escalation

•Auto off feature
•Sure grip design
•EZ touch Silicone push button with 
LED power indicator

•1.5 hour quick charge
•Magnetic cover removes easily to reveal 
a securely covered USB port for charging 

•USB charging cord included
•ABS with PU Cote (massager) 
Silicone (button)

•5” x 1.75”/12.75 cm x 4.5 cm

Namaste™ Harmony™
2146-40-3
•Bring Harmony™ into your life for a 
whole new experience

•8 powerful functions of vibration, 
pulsation, and escalation

•Rechargeable with any USB device 
or charger

•Ergonomically designed for 
versatile use

•Auto off feature
•Sure grip design
•1.5 hour quick charge
•Magnetic cover removes easily 
to reveal a securely covered 
USB port for charging 

•USB charging cord included
•ABS with PU Cote (massager) 
Silicone (button)

•5” x 2.25”/12.75 cm x 5.75 cm
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Tantric Binding Love™… 
Enhance sexual energy with this 

seductive collection of fetish wear
adorned with satin ribbons and lace.
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Tantric Binding Love™
Satin Pasties
2702-05-3
• Satin pasties trimmed in lace with ribbon accents
•Adhesive strips included
•Polyester (lace, bow, pasties) 65% PVC, 
35% Polyester (padding) PE (adhesive)

• 2.25”/5.75 cm

Tantric Binding Love™
Universal Cuffs
2702-10-3
• Intricately designed one-piece stretch-to-fit cuffs 
for wrist or ankles, accented with satin ribbons    

• Non-tarnishing, nickel-free heart shaped 
T-ring for intimate play

• Polyester (ribbon) 65% Polyester, 
35% Rubber (cuffs) Nickel-Free Alloy (ring)

• 7” x 3”/17.75 cm x 7.5 cm (each cuff)

Tantric Binding Love™
Corset with Wrist Cuffs
2702-15-3
• Seductive form fitting fully adjustable corset 
with stretch-to-fit wrist cuffs

• Stretch-to-fit corset ties in front and back for 
maximum adjustment

•Accented with sensual satin ribbons
• 35% Rubber, 65% Polyester (cuffs, waist straps) 
Polyester (ribbons, tie) Iron (rivets) 33% Polyester, 
67% PU (corset cinch)

•Waist stretches to accommodate most users
• 6” x 3”/15.25 cm x 7.5 cm (each cuff)

Tantric Binding Love™ Collar and Cuffs
2702-20-3
• Incredibly sensuous one-piece collar with cuffs
•Wrist cuffs are stretch-to-fit. Collar is adjustable 
with Velcro® closure

•Non-tarnishing nickel-free heart shaped 
T-rings for intimate play

•Accented with sensual satin ribbons
• 35% Rubber, 65% Polyester (cuffs) 
Polyester (ribbons, Velcro®) PP (hook, connectors) 
Nickel-Free Alloy (hardware)

• 6.5” x 3”/16.5 cm x 7.5 cm (each cuff)
• 17” x 1.5”/43.25 cm x 3.75 cm (collar)
• 21” x 2”/53.25 cm x 5 cm (back)

Tantric Binding Love™ Hog-Tie
2702-25-3
• Universal Hog-Tie with stretch-to-fit wrist & ankle cuffs
•Non-tarnishing, nickel-free heart-shaped 
T-rings for intimate play

•Accented with sensual satin ribbons
• 35% Rubber, 65% Polyester (cuffs) Polyester (bows) 
PP (hook connectors) Nickel-Free Alloy (hardware)

• 6.5” x 3”/16.5 cm x 7.5 cm (wrist cuffs)
• 8” x 3”/20.25 cm x 7.5 cm (ankle cuffs)
• 7”/17.75 cm (straps)

Tantric Binding Love™
Intimate Spreader with 
Wrist & Ankle Cuffs
2702-30-3
• Intimate spreader with wrist and ankle cuffs 
with a firm yet flexible support bridge

•Comfortable, adjustable Velcro® cuffs
•Accented with satin bow
•Polyester (bow, Velcro®) 65% Polyester, 
35% Rubber (elastic) Steel (bar) PP (casing)

• 18” x 1.5”/45.75 cm x 3.75 cm (bar)
• 8.5” x 1.5”/21.5 cm x 3.75 cm (wrist cuffs)
• 10” x 1.5”/25.5 cm x 3.75 cm (ankle cuffs)
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Playful in Pearls™
Satin Eye Mask
2704-05-3
•Stretch-to-fit satin and lace eye
mask adorned with luxurious 
pearls and satin ribbon accents

•Polyester (mask, lace, ribbon) 
60% ABS, 40% PS (pearls) 35% 
Rubber, 65% Polyester (elastic)

Playful in Pearls™
Satin & Pearl Pasties
2704-10-3
•Lightweight, form-fitting 
pasties with luxurious pearls 

•Adhesive tape included
•Polyester (pasties, bow) 
60% ABS, 40% PS (pearls) 
PE (adhesive) Nylon (string) 
65% PVC, 35% Polyester 
(backing)

Playful in Pearls™
Lace & Pearl “G”
Small/Medium 2704-15-3
Large/XLarge 2704-20-3
•Seductively lacy “G” with 
satin ribbon accents and 
luxurious pearls

•Polyester (lace, ribbon, Velcro®) 
60% ABS, 40% PS (pearls) 
35% Rubber, 65% Polyester 
(elastic) Nylon (string)

Playful in Pearls™
Pearl Garter
2704-25-3
•Stretchy, comfortable, 
adjustable Velcro® pearl 
and lace garter

•Luxurious pearls and satin 
ribbon accents

•Polyester (garter, lace, ribbon) 
60% ABS, 40% PS (pearls) 
35% Rubber, 65% Polyester 
(elastic)

Playful in Pearls™… A sensual collection of pearls

™
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Playful in Pearls™
Lacy Pearl Wrist Cuffs
2704-30-3
•Seductive, lacy, adjustable, 
Velcro® wrist cuffs with satin 
ribbon accents and a luxurious 
strand of pearls

•Polyester (lace, ribbon, Velcro®) 
60% ABS, 40% PS (pearls) 
35% Rubber, 65% Polyester 
(elastic) Nylon (string)

Playful in Pearls™
Lacy Pearl Ankle Cuffs
2704-35-3
•Seductive, lacy, adjustable, 
Velcro® ankle cuffs with satin 
ribbon accents and a luxurious 
strand of pearls

•Polyester (lace, ribbon, Velcro®) 
60% ABS, 40% PS (pearls) 
35% Rubber, 65% Polyester 
(elastic) Nylon (string) 

Playful in Pearls™
Pearl Cuffs
2704-40-3
•Luxurious strand of pearls 
with adjustable cuffs

•60% ABS, 40% PS (pearls) 
Nylon (string) Nickel-Free Iron 
(hardware)

Playful in Pearls™
Pearl Collar & Cuffs
2704-45-3
•Seductive, lacy, adjustable 
collar with a detachable 
pearl leash

•Stretchy lace cuff with satin 
ribbon accent

•Removable, luxurious strand 
of pearls

•Polyester (lace, ribbon, Velcro®) 
60% ABS, 40% PS (pearls) 
35% Rubber, 65% Polyester 
(elastic) Nylon (string) 
Nickel-Free Iron (hardware)

Playful in Pearls™
Pearl Satin Whip
2704-50-3
•Sensual satin whip with 
luxurious pearl accented handle

•Sturdy handle and strap
•Polyester (whip) Nylon (thread) 
60% ABS, 40% PS (pearls)

•16”/40.75 cm

and lace to enhance romance and intimate play!
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Phil Varone is the former drummer for iconic rock bands Skid Row
and Saigon Kick, and also toured with Vince Neil of Motley Crue.
A legendary rock star and ladies’ man, Varone has rocked the
world of thousands of women while touring.

Varone is a Playgirl Magazine centerfold, host of the touring
Sex Stand Up Rock and Roll Show, has appeared on Sex Rehab with
Dr. Drew, Strange Sex on the Discovery Channel, and on the
Oprah Winfrey Show, plus many others.

Varone is famous for his voracious sexual appetite and is candid
about his exploits. Known for having a massive sized cock pierced
with a Prince Albert, plus an intricately inked body, Varone
epitomizes your rock and roll fantasy!

Phil Varone
All Access 
Vibrating Pass™
Black 2975-00-3
Red 2975-10-3
•Rock out anytime with this on-the-go stimulator
•High powered vibrating Satin Finish™ stimulator, on a removable 
designer lanyard, adorned with white crystals

•ABS with PU Cote (stimulator) Silicone (button) ABS (clip) 
Nylon (lanyard) Nickel-Free Iron (ring)

•Batteries included (3 watch, 6 included)
•2.25” x .5”/5.75 cm x 1.25 cm (stimulator)

™
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Phil Varone Sex Stix™
2975-30-3
•Personalized by Phil Varone
•Set of 2 powerful vibrating drum stix 
for your very own rock solo

•High gloss finish
•Multi-speed massagers
•ABS • 4 AAA batteries
•6.5” x 1”/16.5 cm x 2.5 cm

Phil Varone
Little Black Heart™
2975-20-3
•Micro-sized, heart shaped stimulator for solo 
play or while “doing the deed”

•Removable push button micro-stimulator
•Fully adjustable and removable waist and 
thigh straps

•TPE (heart sleeve) ABS with Metallic Plating 
(stimulator) Phthalate-Free Polyethylene   
Terephthalate Fiber (straps) Nickel-Free 
Copper (rivets) ABS (hook)

•Batteries included (3 watch, 6 included)
•2.25” x 1.5”/5.75 cm x 3.75 cm (heart)
•1.5” x .5”/3.75 cm x 1.25 cm
(stimulator)

Phil Varone Rock Star Ring™
Clear 2980-00-3
Black 2980-10-3
Red 2980-20-3
•Keep it up like a Rock Star
•Erection enhancing rings for comfortable 
support and increased girth

•TPR •.75”/2 cm (diameter)

Phil Varone
Rock Hard Nipple Clamps™
Black 2975-40-3
Red 2975-50-3
•Sturdy, heavy-duty, non-piercing 
nipple clamps with padded tips

•Totally adjustable, comfortable 
and non-tarnishing

•Phthalate-free PVC (pads) 
Iron (clamps, chain)

•2”/5 cm (clamps)
•10.5”/26.75 cm (chain)
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Phil Varone
Cock-Toban Pump™
2980-50-3
•Pump it up like a Rock Star
•Easy-to-use versatile enhancement 
pump with oversized cylinder and 
universal measurements

•Flanged base for secure fit with or 
without the included removable donut

•Pliable hose and suction bulb with 
quick release purge valve

•PC (cylinder) Phthalate-Free PVC 
(hose, bulb, donut) ABS (release valve)

•8.5” x 2.5”/21.5 cm x 6.25 cm (cylinder)

Phil Varone Ghost Rocker™
2980-30-3
•Rock her world! Girth for him, vibrations for her
•Sturdy erection enhancer adds girth and support
•Intense triple stimulation for her 
•Removable push button waterproof micro-stimulator
•TPR (enhancer) ABS with Metallic Plating 
(micro-stimulator) 

•Batteries included (3 watch, 6 included)
•3” x 1”/7.5 cm x 2.5 cm (enhancer)
•1.75” x 1.5”/4.5 cm x 3.75 cm (teaser)
•1.5” x .5”/3.75 cm x 1.75 cm (stimulator)

Phil Varone
Pierced Rocker™
2980-40-3
•Heavy metal enhancer to rock both your worlds
•Sturdy erection enhancer with added testicular support ring
•Stretchy, comfortable enhancer adds girth and support
•Removable push button waterproof micro-stimulator
•Heavy metal barbell for added stimulation
•TPR (enhancer) ABS with Metallic Plating (stimulator)
Nickel-Free Stainless Steel (jewelry)

•Batteries included (3 watch, 6 included)
•3” x 1”/7.5 cm x 2.5 cm (enhancer)
•1.75” x 1.5”/4.5 cm x 3.75 cm (teaser)
•1.5” x .5”/3.75 cm x 1.75 cm (stimulator)
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Phil Varone
DR. PHILGOOD™

Non-Vibrating 2980-60-3
Vibrating 2980-70-3
•The world’s first dong with a Prince Albert 
piercing, just like Phil Varone

•Actual cast of Phil Varone’s impressive cock
•Better-Than-Real® Plus material is hand 
finished and colored for exacting detail

•Multi-speed vibration with vibrating version
•Sturdy suction cup base
•Phthalate-Free PVC (dong) 
Nickel-Free Stainless Steel (jewelry) 
PP (controller)

•2 AA batteries (vibrating version)
•Insertable length (shaft): 6”/15.25 cm
•Diameter (shaft): 2”/5 cm
•Circumference (shaft): 6.5”/16.5 cm
•Circumference (scrotum): 12”/30.5 cm
•Overall length: 8.5”/21.5 cm

™

Made from
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ANIME…long revered as “cultural art” in Japan, the beauty
and mystique of the perfect fantasy woman is portrayed
artistically on the outstanding collection of original 
Japanese ANIME designs.

Candy Girl™
Glittered Masturbator
3509-30-3
•Glittered, soft, tight, and super-stretchy 
life-like masturbator

•4 extended inner chambers, extra ribbing, 
and closed end for outstanding suction

•TPR
•Packaging illustrated in Japan
•4.75” x 2.25”/12 cm x 5.75 cm

Heart in Girl™
Pure Skin® Masturbator
3509-35-3
•Soft, tight, and super-stretchy 
Pure Skin® masturbator

•4 extended inner chambers, extra ribbing, 
and closed end for outstanding suction

•Pure Skin®/TPR
•Maintenance free
•Packaging illustrated in Japan
•4.75” x 2.25”/12 cm x 5.75 cm
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Ninja Kagemaru™
Spikey Cock Cage – Smoke
3513-03-3
•Super stretchy 4-ring enhancement 
cage for support and extra stamina

•TPR
•Packaging illustrated in Japan
•4” x 2.25”/10.25 cm x 5.75 cm

Ninja Yumemaru™
Diamond Cock Cage – Red
3513-11-3
•Super stretchy enhancement cage 
with 4 rings and diamond shaped 
ticklers for support and extra stamina

•TPR
•Packaging illustrated in Japan
•4.25” x 2.5”/10.75 cm x 6.25 cm

Ninja Hanzou™
Power Cage
Black 3514-03-3
Red 3514-11-3
•Super stretchy, 4-tiered cage 
designed for added endurance 
and support

•TPR
•Packaging illustrated in Japan
•2” x 1.25”/5 cm x 3.25 cm
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Lia® Love Beads
Blue 4560-01-3
Pink 4560-02-3
Purple 4560-03-3
•Sensually slim, soft and flexible 
graduated Silicone beads

•Elegant heart design
•Pliable and durable
•EZ pull ring
•Silicone
•7” x 1”/17.75 cm x 2.5 cm

Lia® is for lovers…Pure premium Silicone massagers,
stimulators, and probes designed for today’s discerning
shopper. Only the finest of materials and components

are used to create this outstanding collection!

Lia® Mini-Massager Collection
Pleasure “O”
Blue 4559-40-3 Pink 4559-41-3 Purple 4559-42-3
4.5” x 1”/11.5 cm x 2.5 cm

Bounding Bunny
Blue 4559-43-3 Pink 4559-44-3 Purple 4559-45-3
4.25” x 1”/10.75 cm x 2.5 cm

Loving Touch
Blue 4559-46-3 Pink 4559-47-3 Purple 4559-48-3
4.5” x 1.25”/11.5 cm x 3.25 cm
•Discreet, flexible, curved Silicone massagers with 
unique pleasure tips, powerful vibrations throughout

•10 incredible functions of vibration, pulsation, 
and escalation

•EZ on/off button with LED light
•Silicone (massager) ABS with PU Cote (cap) 
ABS with Silver Plating (décor ring)

•1 AA battery
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Lia® Pleaser™
Pleaser 1
Pink 4560-51-3 Purple 4560-52-3
Pleaser 2
Pink 4560-53-3 Purple 4560-54-3
•Sensually curved pure Silicone premium massagers
with an extreme power motor

•Soft, flexible, pliable Silicone
•10 intense functions of vibration, pulsation, 
and escalation

•Soft touch power and 10-function buttons
•EZ on/off button
•Silicone (vibrator, buttons) ABS (cap) 
ABS with Silver Plating (décor ring)

•2 AA batteries
•6.25” x 1.5”/16 cm x 3.75 cm

Lia® Love Ring
Blue 4561-97-3 Pink 4561-98-3 Purple 4561-99-3
•Stretchy and comfortable Silicone love ring provides firm 
support for him, and powerful vibrations for her

•Sized just right to hit all of your pleasure zones
•Designed to use alone or with your partner
•Removable stimulator with 10 powerful levels of vibration, 
pulsation, and escalation

•Auto off function
•Silicone (enhancer) ABS (stimulator)
•Batteries included (3 watch, 6 included)
•4.75” x 2”/12 cm x 5 cm (overall)
•1.5”/3.75 cm (ring diameter)
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Sue Johanson®
Glow-in-the-Dark
Vibrating Super Head Honcho®
White 9574-10-3
Pink 9574-20-3
•The award winning Head Honcho® now vibrates
and glows-in-the-dark

•Use with or without multi-speed vibrating bullet
•Incredibly detailed, tight and stretchy stroker with a 
nubbed inner chamber

•Life-like texture, superior suction
•Ribbed for easy grip use
•Maintenance free
•Expose to any light source for maximum “glow”
•Pure Skin®/TPR (masturbator) PP (controller)
ABS with Silver Plating (bullet)

•2 AAA batteries
•5.5” x 2.75”/14 cm x 7 cm
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Hide-A-Vibe™
Black 0655-00-3 Pink 0655-04-3 Purple 0655-14-3
•Now with 50% more power
•Powerful, compact vibrator in a discreet cosmetic case
•Multi-speed
•ABS (vibrator, case) ABS with Silver Plating (décor ring)
•1 AA battery
•4.5” x 1”/11.5 cm x 2.5 cm (vibrator)
•5.25” x 1.25”/13.25 cm x 3.25 cm (case)

Classic Chic®
Maxi Mystique™ 0525-09-2
7” x 1”/17.75 cm x 2.5 cm
2 AA batteries
Slimline 0526-09-2
7” x 1.5”/17.75 cm x 3.75 cm
2 C Batteries
Probe 0527-09-2
6.75” x 1.25”/17.25 cm x 3.25 cm
2 C batteries
•Powerful, sleek and smooth 
vibrators in the most popular sizes

•Multi-speed
•ABS

Mini Neon® Vibes
Pink 0542-04-2
Blue 0542-12-2
Purple 0542-14-2
•Now waterproof 
•Multi-speed
•ABS
•1 AA battery
•4.5” x 1”/11.5 cm x 2.5 cm
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